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David Elwell Maxwell.
BY JOHN C. COOPER.

David Elwell Maxwell was born in the city of Tallahassee, Florida, February 2 5 t h , 1843. He was the son
of William M. and Rebecca F. Maxwell. His father
came to Florida from Georgia, when the former was a
territory. He was educated in or near Tallahassee, until
1857, when he attended school in Cambridge, Massachusetts until 1860.
In 1861 he entered the service of the Confederacy as
a and soon became a non-commissioned officer
in the Second Florida Regiment and was in active service
in the campaigns in Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania until 1863. In 1863 he was commissioned as a captain of cavalry in the First Florida Cavalry Regiment
and served in the campaigns with the Army of Tennessee
from that time until the battle at Atlanta, where he
was seriously wounded, and from the effects of this
wound he was compelled to use crutches until some time
after the war had ceased.
In 1865 he began his career with the railroads of this
State, which ended only with his death. He was first
a clerk in the railroad office at St. Mark’s, Florida. In
1868 his connection with the Florida Railroad at Fernand i n a began, and he was successively Freight Agent,
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Division Freight Agent, Assistant Superintendent and
General Freight Agent, and Superintendent of that system under its successive names of Florida Railroad, and
Atlantic, Gulf and West India Transit Company, operating a line of railroad from Fernandina to Waldo, and
thence to Cedar Keys, and from Waldo to O c a l a , and
from F e r n a n d i n a to Jacksonville. Under the management of this system by Captain Maxwell the portion of
the from Yulee to Jacksonville and from Waldo to
Ocala were constructed. In 1884 he became the General
Superintendent of the Florida Railway and Navigation
Company, covering not only the lines of road above
mentioned, but also the system from Jacksonville to
River Junction. In the latter part of 1885 he became the
General Manager of the properties of the Florida Railway and Navigation Company operated by Mr. H. R.
D u v a l , as Receiver, and during this receivership the
road from O c a l a south to Tampa was built. Captain
Maxwell actively directed and controlled the constructing of the lines of road from Yulee to Jacksonville, and
from Waldo to Ocala, and from O c a l a to Tampa. He
continued in the management of these properties under
Mr. D u v a l as receiver until the organization of the
Florida Central and Peninsular Railroad Company and
until that company took possession of the properties and
began the operating of the railroad July l s t , 1889, and
he then became the First Vice-President and General
Manager of that company and in active control and management of all its property. In 1894, under his direction, that road was extended from Y u l e e , Florida to
Savannah, Georgia, and the southbound railroad from
Columbia to Savannah acquired, and thereby a complete
system from Tampa, Florida, to Columbia, South Carolina, was established. These results were largely due
to the personal service and efforts of Captain Maxwell.
He continued the operation of the property as First VicePresident and General Manager until July 13, 1 9 0 0 ,
when the Seaboard Air Line Railway assumed the con-
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t r o l and operation of this system and incorporated it
later into the Seaboard system. He was then made a
Division Superintendent of the properties in Florida,
and later General State Agent for the State of Florida
of the Seaboard Air Line Railway and retained this
position until the date of his death, which occurred on
September 16th, 1908, in Gainesville, Georgia.
From the foregoing brief sketch of the life and labors
of D. E. Maxwell it can readily be seen that he was
largely instrumental in the development of Florida. The
construction of these railroads under his management
opened up for occupation and cultivation large portions of
the State theretofore very sparsely populated. To him is
due in great measure the credit of the growth of the
towns and cities along this line of railroad in Florida.
He personally labored with intense earnestness for the
interests of not only the system with which he was connected, but for the whole state. It can truthfully be said
that the state of Florida is as much indebted to him for
its material advancement and prosperity during the past
quarter century as to any other man in the state.
Captain Maxwell was a courageous and honorable
man and possessed of a high order of ability. He performed his duties thoroughly and energetically but with
great consideration for the rights of other persons. His
life is closely connected and intertwined with the history
of Florida since 1860. He never sought to hold political
office, but he was deeply interested in the welfare of the
state and took an active part in its affairs, and was the
loyal friend of any man or any cause that he espoused.
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THE ORIGIN OF PHOSPHATE.
BY JOHN Y. D E T W I L E R .
[This article, although here printed for the first time, was written
in 1897, five years before the destruction of St. Pierre on the island
of Martinique, which was caused by a natural catastrophe similar
to that by which Mr. Detwiler believes the phosphate beds were
formed.

Among the essentials of my writing desk, in daily use
as a paper weight, is a fossil shark’s tooth. Its d i m e n sions are three and one-half by four and one-half inches,
it is triangular in form, weighs about one pound, and was
originally from the phosphate fields of South Carolina.
The discovery in late years of vast deposits of the
fossil remains of extinct animals from both land and
water, would indicate that ages had elapsed since they
first became imbedded, and that the accumulations were.
of the nature of a drift. The phosphate deposits range
for several hundred miles, are more or less adjacent to
the sea-coast, so far as have been determined, though in
some places they are far distant from the present coast
line. How, when, or where this almost inexhaustible
mass of animal matter originated has puzzled many a
scientist, and those of less scientific intelligence are still
investigating these mysteries of nature, and endeavoring
to induce her to impart her most profound secret. Book
knowledge is but the experience and observation of those
who have recorded their daily investigations in their
several pursuits, and were it not for these recorded experiences in the various departments of science, agriculture and manufacture, the possession of practical knowledge would be enjoyed by only a limited few.
Nature, too, leaves a record behind for those to read
who seek to do so, and many of our most prominent
scientific teachers have had their lessons direct from her.
Each effect has its corresponding cause, and in our investigations where we see the effect and the cause is un-
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known, we must make use of comparisons, or analogies,
and reason out the replies to our inquiries in the absence
of an audible voiced teacher. We desire to ascertain, if
possible, the great source of the animal existence that
makes the body of these fossil remains. Of necessity it
must emanate from one or all of three sources, viz., air,
earth and water. The admixture of the remains of herbif e r o u s animals, with those of amphibious, as well as
marine animals, indicate that about the same time succumbed to the same element of destruction, irrespective
of size, strength or other conditions.
The absence of human remains would indicate that
mankind had not yet entered upon his stage of existence,
but reference will be made that-man also was within the
area of the baneful influence and became annihilated,
leaving nothing behind him of a tangible nature to show
that he ever existed, except the vast temples and ruins of
Mexico, Central America, the north-western portion of
the United States, as well as the prehistoric earthworks
of the Muskingum and Sciota Valleys of Ohio.
With the assertion that time, like space, has neither
beginning nor ending, there will be no necessity to state
the particular epoch under which this cataclysm occurred,
but suffice it to say it has occurred, for we have ruined
cities and fossil remains to prove it. Neither can we approximate the cause but can only attribute it to seismic
influence, probably contemporary with the alleged sinking of the island of Atlantis, as narrated by the ancient
writers. With one or both these conditions acting in
connection the sulphuric acid gas devolved from the volcanic disturbances so thoroughly impregnated both air
and water as to deprive all animal life of its existence.
The probable sinking of the continent or island caused
a succession of tidal waves, that finally drifted the animal remains from both land and water to the higher
ridges extending along the coast the Atlantic Ocean,
there to remain, in vast deposits until the action of the
elements in the usual course of time would cover the
deposit. That which settled in the water courses where
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it would be subject to the attrition of the current became
disintegrated and became what is now known as pebble
phosphate. The larger bodies remaining intact furnish
the fossil remains among which are the tusks and teeth,
which from their peculiar bony structure withstood the
ravages of time. The finding of the fossil remains of
mastodons in marl pits, and sink holes, can be accounted
for by the desire of these animals to get from the influences of the heated atmosphere, seeking refuge in the
swamps and morasses, in the vicinity of which they were
Other land animals
at the time of their envelopment.
outside the action of the tidal waves expired where they
fell, and the elements soon disintegrated the last vestige
of their remains, or Mother Nature covered the decomposed bodies annually with decayed vegetable matter.
The state of the atmosphere compelled the inhabitants
of the cities to leave their dwellings and they perished
in the open air, but there was no fall of ashes to hermetically seal the residences as there was in the ancient city
of Pompeii. Of their life work we know only from the
monuments they left, their temples, palaces, thoroughfares and irrigation reservoirs, which neither the elements
nor lapse of ages have entirely eradicated from the surface of the earth.
The question arises, why was not the entire universe
depopulated at the time of this disastrous cataclysm?
Possibly the prevailing direction of the wind prevented
the noxious fumes from going far to the eastward, which
would prevent any deleterious action on the countries of
the East, and which would account for the vast age of
the nations inhabiting Hindostan, China, and the entire
Asiatic continent. Thus it will be seen that a fossil shark’s
tooth, simply a “Footprint on the Sands of Time,” gave
rise to speculations through which we might possibly account for the missing ten tribes of the children of Israel,
also the original connection of the American continent
with the old world, and which might add much to the
ethnological knowledge of the present time.
New Smyrna, Fla.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF A VETERAN.

BY

OTIS L. KEENE.

A city of less than two thousand population, with quite
broad and regular streets, and unlike those of to-day that
tire lined and ornamented with electric lights, telegraph
and telephone poles, that give them the appearance of an
old cypress swamp, were then lined with the stately and
beautiful water oak and magnolia ; no electric cars, automobiles, bicycles or paving, consequently one could cross
them through the deep, soft sand without being c o n fronted with the dangers that the modern means of travel
now impose on people. I found the little city quite a
busy one in some lines of business, especially in lumber.
BRICK BUILDINGS.

Ledwith block, corner Ocean and Bay streets; Sammis,
corner Bay and Newnan; Broward block, also Bay and
Newnan ; Ambler & Hoeg’s, corner Ocean and Bay ; A.
M. Reed’s also corner Bay and Ocean ; Summers, where
the Kress store now stands; M. Keil adjoining; Parkhurst block, on corner Ocean and Forsyth ; Bloodgood
& Bouse, where the McConihe building now stands (R.
D. Knight & Co.‘s store.)
LEADING MERCHANTS.

Bisbee & Canova, Townsend & Williams, Bloodgood
& Bouse, Burton & Graves, Henry Holmes, Ellis & Ledwith, Hartridge & T i m m o n s , Wilson B r o s . , Mode &
Bros., Parkhurst & Hussey, L. B. Ammerman, Barrett &
Alexander, Columbus Drew, Geo. Flagg, M. K e i l , M.
E h r l i c h , Dr. M c M i l l a n (druggist), J . L. Ripley, and
others.
LAWYERS.

Jno. P. Sanderson, E. Burritt, F. I. Wheaton, Philip
F r a z e r , Hamilton Smith, M c Q u e e n McIntosh, Call &
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Fleming (Geo. W. Call and L. I. Fleming) ; Mr. Call was
the father of our present Judge R. M. Call ; W. P.
Dewees, S. D. Hart, Oscar Hart, B. M. Pearson, Felix
Livingston and J. W. Pierce.
DOCTORS.

J. M. M u r d o c k , H. Holland, A. S. Baldwin, J. D.
Mitchell, M. Slade and others. W. M. Bostwick, dentist.
CHURCHES.

St. John’s Episcopal, W. B o u r s , rector. He died in
October, 1857, of yellow fever. Ocean Street Presbyterian, A. W. Powell, pastor, dedicated November, 1855;
Methodist, R. R. Rushing, pastor; Catholic, Father
Hamilton. The Baptist Church was then out at the old
brick yard, so-called. All the churches were of wood,
and not at all spacious, except the Baptist, which was
built of brick.

..

COURT HOUSE, ETC.

The court house was a two-story wood building, and
located where the present armory now stands. The jail
was a small brick building in the court house yard. No
city hall, but rooms were used in the Sammis building.
CITY OFFICIALS.

The city officials consisted of mayor, marshal, tax collector and five councilmen. Judge Philip F r a z e r was
mayor; A. Hogarth, marshal; M. Vaught, collector. The
custodians of the city for the night then consisted of
two patrolmen that were selected by the marshal each
day from the male citizens, to serve from 8 p. m. until
6 a. m., though by paying $2.00 one could be excused
for that once only. The duty was to arrest every colored
person caught out after 9 p. m. without a pass from
their owner or employer, and the where they were
lodged was called “the jug,” a very small building at the
foot of Market street. In the morning they were brought
before the mayor, fined and released.
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THE

CUSTOM

HOUSE.

The custom house, Jas. G. Dell, collector, consisted of
rooms in the Sammis building. I. C. Garnie was deputy
collector.
BANKS.

The only bank was an agency of the Bank of Charleston, A. M. Reed, agent.
THE

POSTOFFICE.

Wm. Grothe, P. M., was in a little 10x12 wood building, corner Newnan and Forsyth streets, where the postmaster also had a little jewelery business.
We had but two mails each week, one by boat from
Charleston, and one from Savannah, also by boat, consequently we could not get dun letters often from the
North, and that, with a stage line twice a week to Tallahassee, was the only way to arrive or depart from here
North, unless one chose to walk.
HOTELS.

The hotels were the J u d s o n House, located on the
ground now occupied by the Everett and Aragon hotels.
It was erected in 1853 by A. J. Day, owner, of Damariscotta, Maine ; opened for business November, 1854. It
was 136 feet front on Bay street and 136 on Julia, four
stories high. It contained 110 sleeping rooms, two fine
parlors, reading room, spacious office, and dining room
80x40 feet, and all the necessary appointments for an upto-date hotel at that time. It had two piazzas, lower and
upper, on both fronts, making over 500 feet of piazza
front. The ground below Bay street, on the river front,
also belonged to the hotel, and was used as a garden to
grow vegetables, etc.
I took charge of the above hotel in October, 1855, and
kept it until it burned, on March 11, 1862. The B u f fington House was on the corner of Newnan and Adams
streets, and was kept by Samuel Buffington. It was
burned in 1859. The Taylor House was on the corner
of Bay and Market streets. Mrs. Taylor was proprietor.
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The C r e s p o House, corner Ocean and Adams, kept by
Mrs. C r e s p o . The Coy House, kept by Mrs. Coy, was
on the corner of Ocean and Monroe streets.
INSURANCE

AND SAWMILLS.

T. O. Holmes, J. H. M c R o r y , G. C. Gibbs and A.
M. Reed were the insurance agents.
Steam sawmills in and near the city were the Taylor
mill, Finnegan & Co., Scott & Boulter, Foster & Stephens,
Reed, Holmes & Wilson, S. Fairbanks and P. Moody.
John Clark had a small grist mill foot of Water street.
Morney & Gookin had an iron foundry where the Merrill
& Stevens works are now located. P. Moody’s mill was
at the foot of Julia street until burned in 1859
SHIPPING.

I have seen six schooners here at one time taking on
lumber, but they were small as compared with those that
come here now, and a cargo of 100,000 feet was considered large. They could not pass out over the St. Johns
bar drawing more than 10 l-2 feet of water, as the water
was very shoal there at that time. I have come in over
the bar in a steamer drawing only six feet, that touched
the bottom and came near remaining there. Lumber was
the principal article of export from here. Some cotton
was sent by steamer to Savannah and Charleston. The
steamers that came and departed from here were the
steamer Carolina, from Charleston, here and P a l a t k a ,
Captain L. M. Coxetter, who was captain of the Privateer
Jeff Davis in 1861, that was lost on the beach below St.
Augustine ; steamers Seminole, Captain Nick King, and
St. Johns, Captain J. Freeborn, from Savannah, here and
Palatka. They used to run also up Black creek to Middleburg for cotton, as the planters in that section of the
country had no other way of getting it to market. Middleburg was quite a business place at that time, and had
quite a fine hotel. Many tourists used to go there. Col.
T. B. Thompson did a fine business there, and owned
The steamer Darlington, Capt. J. B r o c k ,
the hotel.
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owner, made weekly trips from here to Enterprise, where
he owned the Brock House, quite a hotel. The Darlington also used to run up to Middleburg. After the Fernandina and Cedar Keys Railroad was built in 1855-56-57,
that took all that trade from Middleburg, and the boats
ceased to run there.
HOUSES,

ETC.

There were but few fine residences here. Not much
attention was given to flower gardens or grass lawns.
Most of the dwellers cut all the grass up to the sand,
so that snakes could not get in the yards. The only
patch of grass I saw was in front of General Thos. Ledwith’s house, corner of Ocean and Adams streets. It
was Bermuda, the first I ever saw of that kind, and it
certainly did look refreshing in its sandy surroundings.
There were very few orange trees in or around the
homes; a few scattered in some of the yards. In fact,
they did not give any attention or care to raise them.
They got so thoroughly frozen out in 1835 all were disgusted.
On East Bay street, between Liberty and Washington
streets, was quite a grove of oak and magnolia trees, the
street passing on either side. On July 4, 1856, a celebration was held there in the grove. Col. J. C. Hemming
was the orator of the day. It was very enjoyable and
patriotic.
On West Bay street, between Cedar and
Bridge streets, was quite a little forest of oak and magnolia trees, the street passing on the north side of the
grove. Where Barnett’s Bank, the Uedeman building,
the Florida National Bank and the Elks Club now stand
was a grove of fine old oaks and magnolias ; also on the
northwest corner of Laura and Adams streets, where the
Windsor Hotel stands, and Hemming Park, between
Clay and Forsyth, Church and Jefferson streets, was a
dense swamp. In some places the water was several feet
deep.
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RIVERSIDE.

Riverside, from where the electric car offices are to
Lomax street, was the plantation of Mr. Winter, whose
house stood under those large oak trees at the foot of
Dora street, and from about there to West Riverside was
the plantation of Elias Jaudon. On both plantations cons i d e r a b l e cotton and corn was produced. One newspaper, the Florida News, was published weekly by J.
F. Rogers. The office was in a rough board building
on the square bounded by D u v a l , Market, Monroe and
Newnan streets. I think the only building on that square,
the Odd Fellows Hall, was a two-story wood structure,
where the brick one is now located. The Masonic Hall
was in the Sammis building, third floor, where Solomon
Lodge No. 20, and Jacksonville Chapter No. 12 met.
The method then used to notify when meetings were to
be held was a tin horn that the tyler would sound out of
the window, so you can judge that the city was not extensive in size, as all could hear the horn.
BOATS AND DRIVES.

A city boat was the W. G a s t o n , Captain C h a s .
W i l l e y . The captain was noted for blowing the steam
whistle on his boat to the great annoyance of many who
wished to sleep some after midnight. He towed many
rafts of logs from both up and down the river and
usually rounded Commodore Point and Grass Point soon
after midnight, and he would then begin to sound the
whistle and keep it up until he had reached his landing.
The only good drive was the Alligator Plank Road,
that commenced at Bay and Newnan streets, which extended up Newnan to Duval, Laura to Church, and on
towards Alligator (now Lake City), and had reached
out about eight miles when the railroad was projected.
That caused the work to cease. It was quite a pleasant
drive as far as it went.
In regard to the first railroad out of this city, will say
that I have seen two articles in the Times-Union regard-
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i n g it, in which mistakes were made in date and name
and terminus. The first railroad from this city was the
Florida, Atlantic and Gulf Central, from here to Alligator. Ground was broken for the said road early in
March, 1857. The late Dr. A. S. Baldwin was president
for about two years, when the late J. P. Sanderson was
F. F. L ’E n g l e , now dead, was first locating
elected.
engineer. Later J a s . L. Gregg was the chief engineer,
and continued until killed, March 19, 1859, in the Judson
House.
The road reached Lake City (name changed from Alligator, January 15, 1859) March 13, 1860. On the 15th
an excursion was given the people of this city by the railroad to Lake City. The train was pulled by a locomotive
named “Jacksonville.” A big crowd went, and the Lake
City people gave a barbecue and a grand good time to
all. Speeches were made by General M. Whit Smith and
J. S. Wood, mayor of that city, and Dr. Holmes Steel,
J. P. Sanderson and Dr. A. S. Baldwin (all dead), of
Jacksonville. On March 21st the railroad gave the Lake
City people an excursion to Jacksonville. Dr. Holmes
Steel welcomed them in a fine speech. A big crowd came.
Miss Ives, of Lake City, and Miss Holland, of this city,
with pitchers, mingled the waters of the St. Johns river
with that of Lake De S o t o , Lake City. The ceremony
took place in the Judson House.
(From the (Jacksonville) M e t r o p o l i s , December 12,
1908.)
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TALLAHASSEE BEFORE THE WAR.
BY CAPT. F. A. H E N D R Y .
[Extract from an article in The (Tallahassee) True Democrat. ]

LaBelle, Fla., Oct. 5, 1908.
Editor True Democrat:
MY DEAR SIR seem to be living in an age which
delights in reminiscences.
I have just read in your
columns the letter of Rev. Joshua Knowles, giving a
graphic description of early Methodism away back in
1836, when I was three years old. To read such letters
is a feast to all timers, and should be to the present
generation. I can’t go back to 1836, but that letter
refreshes my mind, and draws me into a reminiscent
mood, and recalls a period a few years later, when I was
a twelve-year-old boy. At that time my father James
Edward Hendry, lived eighteen miles north of Thomasville, Ga., on the Thomasville and Albany road, which
was a great thoroughfare in that day. It was along this
road great droves of mules were driven from Tennessee
and Kentucky down to the plantations of Florida and
sold to the large cotton planters of the Tallahassee
region. Newport and St. Marks, as I remember now,
were the shipping points for thousands and thousands
of cotton bales, raised in that day, and Tallahassee was
then directly on the line of transit over the common dirt
roads carried o n wagons drawn by six-mule teams. It
was in that day many small farmers would take the
products of their farms from Thomas county, G a . , to
Tallahassee and sell them to the dealers and purchase
their salt, coffee, flour, tobacco and sometimes their whiskey, returning home after a week’s journey with supplies to last them many long months, and as happy and
cheerful as the farmer of the present day drives to the
railroad depot, only a few short miles away. It was on
an occasion of this kind that I first saw Tallahassee. I
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believe it was in 1844 or 1845. It seemed to me that
Tallahassee was a great city. If I remember correctly
Mr. Perkins was one of the biggest merchants there. I
drove a horse cart, and my father rode along on horseback. Other farmers were along, composing a lively,
jolly crowd, camping at night at convenient watering
places. It was a cold period, and we had rousing camp
fires after the old fashion. Those who never enjoyed a
luxury of this nature miss so much of life’s pleasures.
Think of it, camping by the water brooks, with large
fires made from oak and pine, with luxuries cooked at
home by mothers and sisters, making your own camp
coffee strong, not the poor stuff usually served at fashionable hotels and boarding houses. I drove into the
city of Tallasassee early in the morning when the frost
was on the ground, not a freeze, but cold enough to frost
and cause to button up closely in faded old home-made
brown jeans. It was then I saw the first mullet fish,
from St. Marks, caught the night before. I don’t believe
that the old St. Marks railroad was in operation then,
and I believe that these fish vendors hauled them all the
way from the seashore, traveling all night to reach the
Tallahassee market. I can recall but little of Tallahassee
as it was then. I have seen a good deal of it since, but I
am impressed that these days were the happiest days
Tallahassee ever enjoyed. They seemed at that day to
be a prosperous, happy people. All along the road leading from Thomasville to Tallahassee were immense cotton plantations, lands, rich and fertile, having been but
recently converted from their virgin state into great and
magnificent fertile fields. I have heard that after this
period Tallahassee was consumed by fire, and that most
of the big stores went up in smoke. I remember then of
hearing that Mr. Perkins, above mentioned, said after the
fire that he would build on the ashes of his store and
make a fortune still, and I heard he did. Little did the
happy people of Tallahassee and old Leon county dream
of the store of trouble and vicissitude awaiting for them.
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Little did these great big-hearted wealthy citizens of that
day, with their hundreds of slaves and broad fields, dream
that a day in the near future would come when these
slaves would be set free before their eyes and seize the
reins of government, and that their magnificent mansions
and broad fields would be a burden upon their hands.
Little did they dream that many of their very bright and
most intelligent youths would sacrifice their lives in the
defense of their constitutional rights, and it is well they
did not.
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The Father of Modern Refrigeration.
BY GEORGE D. HOWE.
[Reprinted from the November, 1908, number of U n c l e R e m u s
Magazine ]

Pack mules in old Rome and camel caravans in the
Far East in early days bore compressed snow long distances from the mountain tops to cool the wine at banquets of the millionaires of the time. Some hundreds of
years later scientists labored in their laboratories to
devise chemical means for producing ice to cool wine in
summer. There was no other evident need for artificial
cooling, and even when ice-making had become a fairly,
well recognized industry in the United States ice was
practically a byproduct of the brewery. Man’s eternal
thirst might have been the underlying cause of the invention of ice-making and refrigeration by mechanical
means had not Dr. John G o r r i e , of Charleston, S. C.,
and Apalachicola, Fla., been actuated by a higher and
nobler purpose.
At the World’s Congress of the Refrigerating Industries held in Paris from October 5th to 10th the specialists
in refrigeration from all over the world discussed the
growth of the science of refrigeration, its marvelous influence on the transportation of perishable food products
and wonderful contribution to the comfort of mankind.
This was the first international gathering of the men
who have created the mechanical refrigerating industry,
the first recognition of its place among the world’s great
activities. All the leading governments sent distinguished
official delegations and the scientific bodies were well
represented.
At the Paris Congress the name of Edmond Carre was
spoken with due reverence as the inventor of the first
ice-making machine that was a commercial success. M.
Carre should be honored as a pioneer, but to Dr. Gorrie,
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South Carolinian by birth and Floridian by adoption, the
glory really belongs. M. C a r r e sought to produce the
carafes frappes, water bottles with chunks of ice frozen
inside, that are inseparable adjuncts to the tables of
Parisian cafes, providing a cold c h a s e r for wine. Dr.
G o r r i e wrought to cool the rooms of a hospital where
fever patients were confined to grilling beds with the
mercury near the century mark and no ice nearer than
New England. M. Carre has been getting the glory because France decorates and pensions her servants to make
their fame and existence sure. Dr. G o r r i e made ice as
early as 1845 while M. C a r r e was not successful until
ten years later.
It was never Dr. Gorrie’s purpose to perfect a process
for making ice, but all his energies were bent on a i r cooling, primarily for hospitals where fever cases were
being treated. At that time Apalachicola was the most
important Florida seaport, being the outlet for all the
cotton grown in the Chattahoochee Valley in Georgia
and Alabama. The greatest drawback to the growth of
the town was the prevalence of fever in summer. In his
large practice Dr. Gorrie found it almost impossible to
treat successfully violent cases of fever in the hot months.
He first evolved the theory of controlling fever by cooling the patient by external means and it is fully set forth
in the newspaper and scientific print of the day. He was
almost fifty years in advance of his profession along this
line, but to-day the medical world recognizes the value of
his teachings without always recognizing whence they
originally came.
While pursuing his experiments in air-cooling, Dr.
Gorrie produced small blocks of ice, about the size of the
ordinary building brick. His process was the precursor
of the compressed-air ice-making machine almost universally used now on shipboard. A French cotton-buyer,
M. Rosan, residing in Apalachicola during the shipping
season, saw the machine in operation and induced the inv e n t o r to give a public demonstration at the Mansion
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House, the leading hotel; in the summer of 1850. The
machine was placed on the table in the dining hall, ice
was made and served to the banqueters. The news of the
event caused great interest throughout the country.
After the patent covering ice-making and refrigerating
machinery was granted to Dr. G o r r i e New York and
New England newspapers decried and ridiculed the utility
of the invention to such an extent that he was unable to
get financial backing and there was never a Gorrie icemaking machine built for commercial purposes, nor did
the inventor receive a penny for his work. The Frenchman who induced the public demonstration soon returned
to Paris, and Florida visitors to that city later reported
that he was a friend and associate of M. C a r r e whose
process was perfected several years afterward. There is
every evidence that M. C a r r e profited by the reports
brought him of Dr. Gorrie’s successful experiments.
Dr. Gorrie’s claim to fame does not rest on his production of ice by mechanical means. However, his machine
was commercially practicable and his process of refrigeration underlies the entire fabric of the great cold storage
industry of to-day. No man who examines the claims
made in his application for letters patent will dispute his
right to the title of Father of Mechanical Refrigeration.
He prophesied the application of refrigeration to the
preservation of foodstuffs and to many other uses now
commonly known. His claim for air-cooling in hospitals, dwellings and warehouses put him in the front rank
of American inventors, and no invention held greater
possibilities for human comfort than his.
Dr. John Gorrie was born in Charleston, S. C., in 1803
and received a thorough literary and medical education
in the best schools of the day. His successful career as a
physician in Apalachicola made him known as one of the
foremost medical practitioners in the South, and his contributions to medical literature extended his fame abroad.
It is recorded that he was far in advance of his time in
many other lines besides refrigeration. He died at Apalachicola June 18, 1855, after a short illness.
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The disappointments that had attended his efforts to
interest capital and develop his invention along commercial lines keenly affected him and contributed materially
to weaken his constitution.
The Boston newspaper that said he was a crank for
trying to make ice, shot a poisoned dart into a man who
knew he was working for the health and comfort of millions who had not the ice facilities that Boston possessed.
Dr. Gorrie’s body was buried in the beach cemetery.
Many years later it was disinterred and reburied in the
present municipal cemetery where it rests to-day.
The wonderful contribution made to industrial science
by the great Floridian was almost overlooked by the
South for a long time. In a few technical works due
credit was given him for his invention, but so far as the
public was concerned he was forgotten until Captain
George H. Whiteside, of Apalachicola, launched a movement to erect a monument to his memory.
By personal solicitation Captain Whiteside induced the
ice manufacturers of the South to donate the proceeds
of one ton of ice from each plant to the fund, and this
together with small contributions from other sources
were used to purchase an unpretentious but dignified
monument of gray bronze. This stands to-day in a
prominent position in the little Florida seaport where the
great refrigerating industry had its birth.
It is a wonderful industry that has sprung from the
discoveries of the obscure Southern physician.
Refrigeration plays an all-important part in many
industries far removed from ice-making. It enters into
the making of dynamite and the refining of oil and the
brewing of beer among other unique and little known
applications. Likewise nearly everything perishable is
carried in cold storage under refrigeration at some time
or place, ranging from furs to fruit trees and from
chicken to chocolate.
There is under way in Florida now a movement to
place a statue of Dr. Gorrie in one of the niches in the
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National Hall of Fame allotted to that State. It should
succeed without opposition, for neither Florida nor the
South has produced a son more worthy of the honor than
the gentle physician who in his efforts to alleviate human
suffering laid the foundation for a world-wide industry
and made existence in summer more tolerable for all
dwellers in lands where no ice crop is gathered and stored
for use in the heated term. Dr. Gorrie did a real service
for mankind.

I-
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POSTPONED ANNUAL MEETING.
Minutes of the postponed annual meeting of the
Florida Historical Society held in the room of the
Society, Public Library, Jacksonville, F l a . , Tuesday,
November 1 7 t h , 1908, at 4 o’clock p. m. pursuant to
former meeting.
P RESENT - Rt. Rev. E. G. Weed, Dexter Hunter, Rev.
V. W. Shields, Henry Robinson, Philip Walter, C. D.
Rinehart, W. B. Clarkson, G. B. U t l e y , and C h a s . S.
Adams, Secretary.
Secretary Adams, in the absence of Gov. F. P. Fleming, President, on account of illness, called the meeting
to order and upon motion G. B. U t l e y , was elected
chairman.
Secretary Adams presented a brief report of the work
of the Society during the year which was accepted, approved and ordered spread upon the Minutes, and is as
follows :
“November 16th, 1908.
Gentlemen of the Florida Historical Society:
On account of the illness and absence of G o v . F. P.
Fleming, President of the Society, the undersigned, as
Secretary and Treasurer, will briefly outline some progress made by the Society during the past year.
At the time of our last meeting there was a small balance in the treasury. We have largely added to our membership and the balance in the bank at present is $160.17,
against which, however, must be considered the expense
of the quarterly magazine recently issued.
After much discussion the Directors decided to begin
a modest quarterly publication in order to preserve data
of historical importance and interest to our members,
and also as a means of building up the membership of
the Society. Three issues have appeared during the
year. The credit for the first two Quarterlies is due to
G o v . Fleming, our honored President, who devoted a
good deal of his time to this purpose. The last issue was
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published through the efforts of one or two members who
understood the work after Governor Fleming became too
ill to give it his attention. In this connection I would
suggest that it would be well for the members of the Society to elect some capable member as editor of the
Quarterly, or refer the matter to the Board of Directors
with power to act. It is quite possible that none of the
officers or directors of the would have the necessary qualifications for the editorship of the publication,
and the duties incumbent upon the active officers are sufficient to employ all of the time these gentlemen can usually
devote to the Society. The Society is indebted for the
services of several persons who have contributed articles
to the Quarterly, and doubt many others interested in
and familiar with the early history of the State or closely
associated with prominent men of the past and at the
present time, could be induced to render very valuable
assistance to the editor of the Quarterly by contributions.
The membership of the Society has been largely increased by an arrangement with the publishers of the
Makers of America, whereby a membership in the Historical Society was attached to the subscription to their
well known biographical work, to which attention was
called by President Fleming at the last annual meeting.
A certain commission was allowed for such memberships
during the first year, and the members added by the publishers were all citizens of the state whom we were glad
to welcome.
A number of donations of relics, books, maps and
other contributions have been received during the last
year, and have been acknowledged in the several issues
of the Quarterly.
After the directors decided to publish the Quarterly it
was found necessary for financial reasons to discontinue
the services of a librarian, and we have been unable to
keep the rooms of the Society open to the general public.
With great regret I beg leave to remind the members
present of the death of Hon. Geo. W. Wilson, who has
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contributed much to the Society as an official, and of Captain D. E. Maxwell, a comparatively new member.
I think I can say that the interest in the objects and
purposes of the Historical Society has increased slowly
and the publication of the Quarterly is an advantage in
this respect especially, and should be continued.
Respectfully submitted,
CHAS. S. ADAMS,
Secretary and Treasurer.
Treasurer Adams presented a report of the financial
condition of the Society which was accepted, approved
and ordered spread upon the Minutes and is as follows:
“November 16th, 1908.
Gov. F. P. Fleming,
President of Florida Historical Society,
city.
DEAR SIR:-I beg to submit my books as treasurer of
the Florida Historical Society, during the past year for
audit, and an examination of the books will show moneys
collected and bills paid upon your approval, as follows:
RECEIPTS.

Balance in Bank. . . . .. . . . . $ 86.79
Dues of members. . . . . . . . . . 235.00
Dues less commission. . . . . . . 62.00
Copies Quarterly. . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
$398.79
EXPENDITURES.

Quarterlies, April and July. . $117.91
Librarian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.00
Janitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.00
Stationery, postage, etc. . . . . 20.55
Books, maps, framing, etc. . 16.16
Balance in Bank. . . . .
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Upon motion the chair was requested, to appoint a
Committee of Resolutions and appointed on such committee, Dexter Hunter, J. C. Cooper and W. R. Carter,
who reported the following resolutions prepared by the
several members of the Committee, which were adopted
unanimously :
" W h e r e a s : In the death of Hon. George W. Wilson,
late Editor-in-Chief of the Florida Times-Union, the
Florida Historical Society has lost a most highly valued
member,
B e i t R e s o l v e d , that the Florida Historical Society
herewith puts itself on record as greatly deploring the
death of George W. Wilson, as his active and hearty cooperation, his sage advice, his enthusiasm and interest in
the Society will be greatly missed.
R e s o l v e d further, that this resolution be spread upon
the minutes of the Society’s records, and that a copy be
sent to the bereaved family.”
Be I t Resolved, F i r s t - the life of D. E. Maxwell
was full of usefulness and service to the State of Florida.
S e c o n d in his death the, State has lost the
service of a highly useful and valuable citizen, and a
wide circle of relatives and friends in the State must
mourn the passing away of one, loyal and devoted, and
filled with kindly consideration for others.
T h i r d - the deepest sympathies of this Society a r e
especially with his immediate family in this great sorrow,
and that a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to his
family.
Fourth-Resolved Further that the foregoing resolutions be recorded and spread upon the proceedings and
records of this Society and published as a part thereof.”
“The members of the Florida Historical Society, in
annual meeting assembled, desire to express their regret
at the inability of our President, ex-Governor Fleming, to
be with us on this occasion.
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“To him, and to a few of his personal friends, this Society owes its existence, and it is largely because of his
loving service in its behalf that it has become an established institution in this community, whose future
promises to be a great service to the city and the State.
“To our President, and the members of his family, we
each and all extend our sincere sympathy because of his
illness and our hopes for the speedy restoration of his
health and his resumption of the many activities in public
and private life to which he was ever faithful.”
General discussion was entered into by those present
as to measures to be taken to awaken interest in the people of the State in the objects and purposes of the Society
and especially of securing information and contributions
for the Quarterly which resulted in the adoption of the
following resolutions :
“‘Resolved, That Corresponding Secretaries be appointed in each County of the State by the President of
the Society and requested to collect data and objects of
interest and send the same to the Secretary.
Resolved, That the matter of the selection of an
Editor for the Quarterly be referred to the Board of
Directors’ with power to act.
Resolved, That the Chairman appoint a committee of
three to consider and act in the matter of preserving the
public archives and State documents and to solicit legislative aid therefor.”
The chair appointed H. H. B u c k m a n , C. M. Cooper
and C. D. Rinehart.
Upon motion the chairman and Secretary were appointed a Committee to consider action or coalition or cooperation with other Historical Societies in the State, if
any existed.
Mr. U t l e y suggested the advisability of displaying
some of the relics and objects of interest of the Society
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in a proper case in the second story of the Library, and
upon motion the Board of Directors were authorized to
take such action provided Mr. Utley could secure necessary funds for obtaining a proper case.
The members present then proceeded to the election of
officers for the ensuing year, which resulted as follows:
Francis P. Fleming, President; R t . Rev. E. G. Weed,
1 s t Vice-President; R. W. Williams, Tallahassee, F l a . ,
2 n d Vice-President; C h a s . S. Adams, Secretary and
Treasurer; Fred W. Hoyt, Fernandina, Fla., W. B. Henderson, Tampa,, Fla. ; W. S. Keyser, Pensacola, Fla. and
Geo. B. Utley, Jacksonville, as Directors.
The meeting then adjourned.
GEO. B. UTLEY,
Chairman.
ATTEST:
CHAS. S. ADAMS,
Secretary.
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Editorial Notes.
The annual meeting of the Historical Society, of which
a full report is given elsewhere, made up in enthusiasm
what it lacked in numbers. Several new members were
present and some new ideas were suggested. Action was
taken with a view of dividing up the educational and
necessary routine work among a greater number of
members.
It was decided to secure some one possessing desirable
literary qualifications and an abundance of public spirit
to act as editor of the Quarterly in conjunction with the
Directors and to appoint correspondents in the various
counties of the State from time to time until the whole
State be covered by enthusiastic public spirited represent a t i v e s of the Society who will take an active interest
in interesting others in collecting and preserving historical data of Florida.
The members of the Society present thought it time to
take some steps to awaken general interest in the deplorable neglect of valuable State documents and to solicit
Legislative action to remedy the matter and a Committee
of representative citizens was appointed for that purpose. These were all progressive steps and merit approbation from the Society generally and should tend to
show the good people of the State the purposes of the
Florida Historical Society.
This issue of the Quarterly it is hoped will interest the
members of the Florida Historical Society. We have
not so much of original matter as we should like but it
is the best that could be done this time. Write us, help
us interest others. Get in touch with the new editor,
send him material to examine, edit and publish. We
have a number of articles spoken for in the, near future
but they are mostly biographical. We need more variety.
Bear this in mind when you write us.
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The Board of Directors at a recent meeting elected the
R t . Rev. Edwin G. Weed, as President of the Florida
Historical Society, to fill the unexpired term of the late
Governor Francis P. Fleming. E. J. L’Engle was chosen
as a Director and Rev. S. F. Gale as Editor of the Quarterly. These gentlemen are all well known throughout
the State and are workers in any cause in which they
are enlisted. The following new members were elected:
Walter M u c k l o w , F. M. Williams, C. S e t o n Fleming,
Rev. S. F. Gale and Geo. C. Bedell, all of Jacksonville,
Florida.
As we are going to press the sad news has come that
our President, Francis Philip Fleming passed to his rest
on the 2 0 t h day of December, 1908. His death is a
great loss to us and to the whole State. During the two
years he was President of the Florida Historical Society
much of his time was given to its interests. Born in
Florida and interested in the traditions of his native
land it was natural that this Society, which has for its
object the preservation of the historical data of the State,
should command his attention and consideration.
President Fleming took a great interest in the formation of the Society, and was elected first Vice-President when it was organized. After the death of P r e s i dent George R. Fairbanks on August 3 r d , 1906, the
Executive Committee elected Francis P. Fleming to fill
the unexpired term. In November of the same year at
the annual meeting, by, common consent, he was chosen
as the one most fitted to look after the affairs of the Society. He remained President till the day of his death.
It has never occurred to any one that a better selection
could have been made and as time went on the question.
was frequently asked, if Governor Fleming should resign
who could fill his place?
Few men in the State had the intimate knowledge of
the changes in government and conditions that he had.
As a soldier he was thoroughly acquainted with the ani-
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mating spirit of the people during the dreary years of
the war between the States; as a lawyer and a politician,
his studies and duties kept him in touch with the political
history of his country ; as a historian his interests centered in the records of the past, which, according to his
conception, unfolds the definition of much which happens
in the development of the State. Intensely interested in
the progress of Florida, he took an interest in all that
pertained to its development, and believing that the student of history was better furnished to meet the daily
requirements, because the philosophy of the past tempers
judgment and manifests the influence of energy and
determination, he willingly gave his time and thought to
the task of procuring data for the enlightenment of
future generations.
Men whom the world calls great have in many instanc e s revolutionized communities, changed the condition
of nations, founded empires, or perhaps given a new
impetus to life by the discovery of hidden forces, and by
the application of forces to commercial uses, but he is
no less great who quietly, almost secretly, lays the
foundation for the advancement of future generations.
President Francis P. Fleming was a quiet worker, but a
constant worker for the uplifting and advancement of his
fellow men. He wanted to be of use to his fellows and
as a consequence did not look for present reward. It was
enough for him that future generations should derive a
benefit from his labors. We shall miss him, the whole
State will miss him, but his labors will continue to bear
fruit as long as the world shall last.
It is the earnest desire of the officers and directors of
the Society to increase the number of books and manuscripts relating to Florida which it now possesses. Because of the rapidity with which public and historical
society libraries are organizing and growing out-of-print
books of a historical nature are yearly becoming more
and more scarce. Now is the time to secure all we can
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that relates to the early history of the State.
Catalogues are frequently received offering books which the
society ought to own, but which its funds do not permit
of purchasing. Perhaps some members deeply interested
in the accumulation of a valuable library for the coming
generations will be glad to send a check to the treasurer
for the purchase of such books. Perhaps, too, some
members may be able to donate desirable books or
pamphlets to the society, as a number have generously
done already, or may be able to induce others to donate
such material.
The Society is glad to receive anything of a historical
nature, ancient or recent, which relates to our State. If
you hear a historical address or sermon will you not ask
the author to send a copy to the Society for filing?
Photographs or prints of old landmarks are much desired.
Many a lawsuit has been decided by the timely appearance of an old photograph as evidence. The members
and other friends throughout the State can help the Society very much in these lines. Will you aid in the march
of progress of your State in this way also?
As most of the members already know the Society
is entirely dependent for financial support on the annual
dues of the members. As a member you will receive at
this time the annual bill for membership from the treasurer. Will you n o t return your check promptly to the
treasurer, C h a s . S. Adams, Jacksonville, without waiting for any further notification?
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JACKSONVILLE.

FLA.

CAPITAL
SHAREHOLDERS LIABILITY,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS -

$500,000.00
500,000.00
60,000.00

U. S. Government, State of Florida, and City of Jacksonville
Depository
Operates a Savings Department, paying 4% Interest,
compounded quarterly

C. E. GARNER, President
ARTHUR F. PERRY, Vice Prest.
C. B. ROGERS, Vice Prest.
W. A. REDDING, Cashier
G. J. AVENT, Asst. Cashier

ESTABLISHED HALF A CENTURY

W' S
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Stationery, Book and Art Store
OOKS Fashionable and Commercial Stationery
Engraving and Embossing l Pictures and Frames
Fancy Goods * Leather Goods Souvenirs and
Novelties Artists’ Supplies l Typewriter and
Office Supplies Globe-Wernicke Book Cases Filing
Cabinets o Office Furniture Baseball, Sporting and Athletic Goods Printing and Binding
45-47-49 WEST BAY STREET
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OF JACKSONVILLE
For thirty years the largest and strongest financial institution in Florida
with assets of $5,5OO,O00.O0
Appeals especially as a depositary for their funds to all who value
SECURITY AND CONSERVATIVE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Not one dollar of the money entrusted to this Bank can be borrowed
by any officer or employe of the Bank

Not one dollar has ever been invested in speculative enterprises
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS, TRUST FUNDS
SAVINGS DEPOSITS EQUALLY WELCOME
4% Interest paid in the Savings Department. Interest compounded
quarterly
Protection for valuable Documents and Securities in the Safe Deposit
Boxes of our Steel Vaults
BION H. BARNETT, PRES.

G. R. DESAUSSURE, CASHIER

Lithographing, Stee1 Die Embossing
Engraving, High Class Printing

WE DO IT ALL
.

116-124 West Forsyth Street, Jacksonville, Florida
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E wish to remind you that our stock is composed of gift-giving goods, not only
ornamental, but useful-gifts that last and cause the donor to be always remembered most pleasantly. Prices, too, are lower than you perhaps think. Call
Diamond, Watches. Gold Jewelry, Engagement Rings,
and look over our stock.
Wedding Rings, Class Rings and Pins, Sterling Silver, Rich Cut Glass, Hall Clocks,
Mantel Clocks, Electric Lamps, Bric-a-Brac, European Novelties, Fancy China, China
Dinner Ware, Umbrellas, Gold Headed Canes, Opera and Field Glasses, Shopping
B a g s ,
B a d g e s
a n d
M e d a l s .

Greenleaf & Crosby Company
JEWELERS AND IMPORTERS
41 West Bay Street
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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